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 What is my current 
data?
 Are my sensors 
working?
 Which sensors are 
deployed / available?
 When was the last 
calibration?




 Describe, manage and cite your platform, device 
and sensor
 to support provenance information
 to reduce data integration effort 
– searching for information and / in documents
 Interoperability and support standards
Challenges
 High heterogeneity of scientific needs and 
workflows incl. descriptions of platforms,
devices and sensors
 Integration with existing solutions, e.g. for the 
data flow, but also with asset management
 Effort and limited knowledge on standards

Our Definitions
 A platform is a system (or thing) composed of 
devices or sensors. A platform has no parent.
 A device is a system (or thing) composed of 
devices or sensors. A device is mounted on a 
platform.
 A sensor is a system (or thing) which have 


















 JSON for internal and versioning




 triggered by adding specific actions
→ deployment event
 storing JSON and SensorML representation
 indexing for full-text search
 Cite-ability of versions and configurations
 e.g. hdl:10013/sensor.90#1 or ?
RDA data citation WG
Integration – Data Flow Framework










 Linking actions with events and expeditions
 Linking with administration information
 Purchasing and inventory department (SAP)
 Linking with real-time and delayed-mode data
 Configuration of automatic data collection (e.g., FTP, 
Mail, ...) and preparation for data archiving
 Linking from dataset publications
 Linking with vocabularies
 re-use of standard names
Links and relations
Wrap up
 Integration from data acquisition to publication
 SensorML used for near real-time based SOS
 FRontiers in Arctic marine Monitoring
 Large scale infrastructure project 25M €
 Supports our work for a generic data flow framework
 More than 1000 devices described
 Continuous improvement and extension of metadata
 Mostly self-managed by our scientist
 Editors for systems with inheritance to children
 Next: going live with next version incl. handles
Thank you very much for your attention!
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